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Guide to Wood Flooring
Wood flooring is a popular option for many rooms, including
kitchens, family rooms, bedrooms, hallways, recreation rooms,
and more. Wood flooring gives a room warmth and depth,
whether in a formal dining room or a cozy country kitchen.
This guide provides information about wood flooring types,
approximate costs, installation tips, and care for wood floors.

Wood Flooring Types

1. Solid: Consists of a solid piece of wood with tongue and

2.
3.

When shopping for wood floors, you’ll discover three main
construction approaches:

groove sides. The tongue on the edge of one board fits
into the groove of the board next to it. This planking can be
more moisture-sensitive than floors constructed using other
methods.
Engineered: Several thin plies of wood are laminated
together to form a single plank. Engineered planks can
sometimes be installed over existing flooring.
Longstrip plank: Similar to engineered floors with multiple
plies. Manufactured so that one board has the appearance
of three rows in width and several planks long. Damaged
floor sections can be easily replaced.

Wood flooring materials and construction
Wood flooring is available in white, red oak, maple, cherry, white
ash, beech, hickory, maple, walnut, pine, and pecan. If you have
the budget, you can even use exotic woods like teak, mahogany,
tigerwood, and more. However, since oak is the most common
material for wood flooring, this is how it is graded:

•
•
•
•
•

Number 1 Common: dark graining and some knots
Number 2 Common: dark graining and more knots
Better: less dark graining and small knots
Select: very little dark graining, some small knots
Clear: no visual knots or blemishes; the most expensive
grade

In addition to the wood, the method of construction should be
considered. The way the wood is cut makes a difference. The
rotary cut process yields a large, bold grain, while the sliced cut
process gives a more uniform grain pattern.
Finish is another variable, and there are at least two types of
prefinished flooring. Polyurethane is a clear, durable finish that
is applied on top of the wood to prevent wear. There is also the
acrylic impregnated method of finishing, where the material is
injected into the wood to increase hardness, and then finished
with a wear layer. Finishes can be cured with either heat or
ultraviolet light.
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Wood flooring installation
There are four wood flooring installation methods:

•
•
•

•

Nail down: Install on a wood subfloor using nailing cleats, a
wood flooring nailer, and a mallet. Typically used on ¾” solid
flooring.
Staple down: Install with staples rather than nails, using a
pneumatic staple gun.
Glue down: Uses a mastic or adhesive to fasten to the
subfloor. This is used when attaching the wood flooring
to a concrete subfloor or when working with parquet or
engineered flooring material.
Floating floor installation: A thin pad is used between the
subfloor and the wood floor to provide a moisture barrier,
reduce noise, and increase insulation.

The subfloor must be clean, flat, level, and free of old glue, oil,
and other contaminants. Stack the wood flooring material in the
room for a few days to allow it to adapt to the climate. Follow
the manufacturer’s directions for installation carefully.

Wood flooring care and maintenance
You can save money by purchasing unfinished flooring, but it
requires sanding, staining, and application of a wear layer after
installation. It is difficult, if not impossible, to duplicate the
factory curing process on site.

•
•

Wood flooring prices

•

Because of the wide variety in wood species, construction,
finish, and installation methods, it is impossible to give more
than a ballpark estimation of typical prices. By shopping
carefully and taking advantage of sales and closeouts, you can
get good quality wood flooring for around $3 per square foot
and up. However, this is only the cost of the material. Multiply
the material cost by about two to two-and-a-half times for
additional costs -- nails, staples or glue, moldings and trim, and
labor -- to get the estimated installed cost. If you want a floating
floor installation, costs can run higher. Fortunately, a handy
homeowner can install wood flooring, eliminating the labor cost,
which is a large component of the price.
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The main considerations in maintaining the beauty of your wood
floor are cleanliness and humidity. Here are a few things to
remember:

•
•

Dust mop, vacuum, or sweep regularly. Never use a wet mop
on a wood floor.
Use throw rugs at room entrances to prevent grit, sand, and
dirt from being tracked in and scratching the finish.
If the floor has a stain and wax finish, use a buffer to
maintain the shine. Use a recommended wax when the finish
dulls, but do not overuse.
Never use a tile or vinyl cleaning product on a wood floor.
Monitor household humidity to maintain the level
recommended by your flooring manufacturer. This can
be approximately 35% to 65% humidity, according to
flooring specialist Curtis Wood, of Sharp Floors. Homes
in dry climates may need to install and run a whole house
humidifier to preserve hardwood floors.

If you select an appropriate flooring material, install it properly,
and keep it clean, your wood floor can look wonderful for many,
many years.
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